
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
The Village of Punta Cana gets a make-over and 

    imposes itself as the new holiday paradise for families 
 
 
 
Punta Cana – Dominican Republic, December 4, 2008 . The Village of Punta Cana succeeded its 
entry among the hallmark villages of Club Med. After a renovation totaling 26 million euros, this village 
is now found in the 4-trident category of the Club Med offering, illustrating the new upscale positioning 
of the brand. The new features include a preserved environment, a new spa, an expanded family 
offering with custom supervision of children for a relaxing stay and all the happiness in the world. 
 
 
Renovation inspired by local color 
 
Founded in 1980, the Village of Punta Cana has been rejuvenated. Today it turns to the traditions and 
heritage of the island to offer its clients a preserved living area. The Aurélia Design architecture 
agency opted for an atmosphere focusing on a respect for Dominican nature. It designed a modern 
and authentic decor using natural materials: coral, wood or local sand. This successful blend of styles 
endows the Village with distinctive look. 
 
The 553 rooms distributed in bungalows bear witness to the wave of newness. Ensconced in gardens 
they are configured to facilitate family pleasures. Today the Village offers 427 Club rooms, 94 deluxe 
rooms and 32 family suites all more innovative than the next.  
The Tiara , a new luxury concept in the village  uniting 32 family suites with a view of the ocean, was 
specially designed to facilitate family intimacy. Each suite features a separate and personally 
dedicated parents and children’s space. Decorative items are also up-to-the minute. Families can 
watch a flat screen TV or have free access to the Internet and can share privileged moments around 
the private pool. Tiara clients also benefit from special services like a concierge and personalized 
transfers.  
 
 
An innovative upscale family offering 
 
This family paradise does its utmost to satisfy young and old alike. The village of Punta Cana 
welcomes children aged 4 months to less than 18 years by providing age-specific supervision and 
entertainment. GOs familiarize them with their especially dedicated areas, from the baby Club to the 
‘’Passworld’’ an exclusive concept for teens. They can also use the three swimming pools and other 
facilities made available to them. Like their parents, they can combine sports and relaxation and share 
unforgettable moments with other children. What could be more perfect for allowing parents to take full 
advantage of the life at Club Med with total peace of mind? 
 
The Village offers a wide range of activities enabling each individual to satisfy their pleasures. Clients 
can combine relaxation and activities the way they want…Diving to discover the richness of the sea 
bed, getting a taste for festivities with merengue lessons, getting back into shape with our Club Med 
Fitness area…or walking a tightrope during the Circus activities. 



 
 
 
The Temple of Well-Being 
 
The show is also in the kitchen with a rich and varied menu designed by the chefs. 
Among the 3 village restaurants, the Samana  installed near the main bar was entirely redecorated and 
newly fit-out. It offers international cuisine. Another privilege, the Hispaniola  and Celeste  let clients 
dine while contemplating the turquoise waters of the Caribbean. The two village bars, the Isabel and 
Celeste also offer a unique panoramic view over one of the most beautiful beaches on the island… 
 
For those who wish to expand their pleasure, the Village unveils its new Spa  by ‘’Comfort Zone’’ . 
Composed of 10 treatment rooms, one of which is a duo, 3 palapas set on the beach, a relaxation 
room, this space is entirely dedicated to well-being. The soothing virtues of the spa facilitate relaxation 
and the massages offered by professionals favor the awakening of serenity. Spa-goers won’t miss the 
view, as the Spa and its swimming pool are open to the ocean.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For further information or high resolution photos, don’t hesitate to contact us: 
 

Club Med Press Relations: Emmanuelle Errera, Chryst el Baude, Julien Charles 
Tel.: 01 53 35 35 08  / 35 87 / 40 01  

emmanuelle.errera@clubmed.com / chrystel.baude@clubmed.com 
julien.charles@clubmed.com 

 

 
 

For information and reservations: Tel. 0 810 802 810 
Club Med Agencies, Thomas Cook Voyages or certified agencies 

Or consult our Club Med Découverte e-brochure at: 
www.clubmed.fr/decouverte-hiver09 

 
 
 
 


